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With its soothing, meditative effect, handspinning is a relaxing hobby, and the beautiful yarns you

create are an even better reward. This visual guide shows you the basics, beginning with the tools

and fibers, and takes you through spinning, plying, making novelty yarns, using exotic fibers,

dyeing, and more. Whether you use an inexpensive hand spindle or splurge on a spinning wheel,

stick with wool or try alpaca, cashmere, or cotton, you'll learn how to create fun, original,

one-of-a-kind yarns that you can knit or weave into truly unique, handmade, and all-natural

creations. Concise two-page lessons show you all the steps to a skill and are ideal for quick review 

The skill demonstrated is defined and described  Detailed color photos demonstrate each step  

Step-by-step instructions accompany each photo   Helpful tips provide additional guidance
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This book had a lot of potential - great spinning teacher, big publisher, professional layout and

photographer - but the execution leaves a lot to be desired. The overall impression I had was that of

a spinning class for beginners where the teacher says "Spinning is a great hobby, you can do this,

and this, and this, and this, it's really great - well, sorry, I don't have the time to explain HOW you do

it, but you'll figure it out". There's supposedly a little bit of everything, but for a beginner the

explanations are just not detailed enough (and even for me, with some years of experience, the

"rainbow pot" didn't work out). Now, that's just the general impression, but there's also a number of

specific points to criticize.First of all, pictures are not very good. The "closeup" shots of yarn and



fibre are not close enough and the pictures don't always go very well with the text: The different

types of spinning wheel (bobbin-lead, scotch tension, double drive) are illustrated with full frontal

shots of the wheels - you can see pedals and drivewheel, but not even guess how drive band and

brake band are running - which is the only important thing. The only picture (in this chapter) that

does show the drive/brake band arrangement is that of a scotch tension wheel right next to the

headline "bobbin-driven wheels". Page 77: "The hooks on most flyers are offset, which makes it

easier to fill the bobbins evenly. You move the yarn from the hood on the right side to the hook on

the left side, from one end of the flyer to the other" - for that to work the hooks need to be on

opposite sides of the flyer arms (so that both rows of hooks are visible - or invisible - at the same

time when the flyer is horizontal) and this is NOT the case on the wheel that's shown on this page.
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